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“  We’re more than 
capable of adapting 
to changing 
circumstances.”

FOREWORD 
Looking back with satisfaction 

In early 2020, we threw ourselves into the year full of energy, meeting with 

the directors of interesting companies around the region. These discussions 

were aimed at establishing partnerships between regional companies and 

the University Fund Limburg/SWOL. Such partnerships would be mutually 

beneficial, strengthening the connections between the business sector and 

the network, research and students of Maastricht University (UM).

Unfortunately, these company visits came to a sudden end in March, when 

the lockdown was announced in an effort to curb the corona pandemic. As we 

considered it inappropriate to continue approaching companies during such a 

difficult time, we put acquisition for our partner programme on hold.

Instead we shifted our focus to other matters, such as a number of timely, 

promising and ultimately successful crowdfunding projects. You can read 

more about these later in this report, but suffice it to mention one particularly 

gratifying success here: with the proceeds from our crowdfunding campaign 

for vulnerable students, we were able to support more than 150 students in 

financial need!

Additionally, we focused on developing a more professional back end for our 

organisation. We produced clear descriptions of our internal processes, revised 

our grants policy, digitised our archives, redesigned our annual report and 

updated our promotional materials. In 2019, we had already revamped our 

Annual Fund Campaign to good results; in 2020 we continued to work on its 

further development. In short, in the year under review we took positive steps 

in a range of areas.

Towards the end of the year, it became clear that we would no longer be 

able to catch up on those events we had been forced to postpone, such as 

the large-scale Maastricht University Dinner. As of the fourth quarter, all our 

activities for current and potential 

donors and relations were held 

online. These included relationship 

management talks with fund owners, 

a small-scale donor event for the 

Chair of Youth, Nutrition and Health, 

and various acquisition talks with 

entrepreneurs. That such online 

meetings can also lead to tangible 

financial successes will be addressed 

later in this report.

All things considered, it was an 

eventful year that taught us several 

valuable lessons. We learnt that we 

are more than capable of adapting 

to changing circumstances, and 

that by working together and being 

creative we can turn threats into 

opportunities. I look back on the 

heart-warming reactions of our 

donors as well as the achievements 

and commitment of my team with 

genuine satisfaction.

With the Fund continuing to grow in 

2020, the future looks bright!

Yours faithfully,

FOREWORD About the University Fund Limburg/SWOL The policy in 2020 Overview of annual accounts Looking ahead Appendices

Bouwien Janssen

Director, Limburg University Fund | SWOL | 
Director, Development & Alumni Relations 
Maastricht University 
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ABOUT THE LIMBURG
UNIVERSITY FUND / SWOL

This chapter provides a brief introduction to the Limburg University Fund/SWOL.
For more information, please visit our website: www.ufl-swol.nl. 

1. The Fund
Founded in 1965, the Limburg University Fund/SWOL is the external support 

foundation of Maastricht University (UM). It serves as a bridge between 

university and society, with the aim of fostering research and education at 

UM. In addition to facilitating grants for students and researchers, we also 

support the crowdfunding platform UM Crowd and numerous Named Funds 

and professorial chairs.

To promote research and education at UM, the Fund is largely dependent on 

donations from third parties, such as private individuals (e.g. alumni) and 

companies. We would therefore like to thank our donors, contributors and all 

those who share our mission for their unwavering commitment and loyalty.

2. The organisation
The Limburg University Fund/SWOL is part of UM’s Development & Alumni 

Relations department. The director of the department, Bouwien Janssen, also 

fulfils the statutory role of director of the Fund. This enables us to coordinate 

the activities of the Fund with developments at UM. The Development 

& Alumni Relations department is composed of a number of employees 

supported by student assistants.

For an overview of all employees, please refer to the appendices.

3. The board
The Fund has a General Board and an Executive Board, which met twice and 

three times during the year under review, respectively. In accordance with the 

reappointment calendar, several personnel changes were made: 

 � General Board: two board members stepped down after their second term 

of office ended. They were replaced by two new board members. Another 

member was reappointed.

 � Executive Board: no changes.

For an overview of all board members, please refer to the appendices. 

Foreword About the University Fund Limburg/SWOL The policy in 2020 Overview of annual accounts Looking ahead Appendices
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THE POLICY IN  2020

This chapter outlines the main 

features of the policy pursued by the 

Limburg University Fund/SWOL in 

2020. We divide this policy into five 

categories, which are addressed in 

separate sections below.

1. Profile and relationship 

management

2. Fundraising

3. Grants, scholarships and prizes

4. Secure and sustainable 

management of donations

5. Involvement of UM alumni

Seeking opportunities, even in times of corona

Surprise!
We wanted to offer the attendees of our cancelled Maastricht University Dinner 
the opportunity to get together, network and have fun in ‘corona-proof’ style, 
with people from their own organisation and/or network. To that end, we offered 
them a package with a local wine tasting for four people. We hope to be able to 
forge ahead with a live event in 2022.

1.    Profile and relationship management
To enhance its visibility in and outside the university as a bridge builder 

between UM and society, the University Fund Limburg/SWOL took various steps 

in 2020.

Networking and relationship management

Naturally, the corona crisis meant that 2020 was a less than ideal year for 

networking. Nonetheless, we found ample opportunities to enter into dialogue 

online with our relations, donors, and current and potential partners. Our goal 

was to be and remain visible in spite of the circumstances.

For example, we organised a successful digital inspiration session for the new 

chair in Youth, Nutrition and Health, attended by more than 60 people. We 

took part in online meetings of the Limburg Employers’ Association, shared our 

crowdfunding expertise during workshops in and outside UM, and connected 

with the owners of our Named Funds through video calls. We held introductory 

meetings online and gave presentations at multiple levels within the UM 

faculties. In keeping with tradition, companies, private donors, representatives 

of the alumni community and board members of the Fund were invited to the 

university’s Dies Natalis 2020 and the (largely online) Opening of the Academic 

Year 2020/21.

Maastricht University Dinner 

The Maastricht University Dinner was scheduled to take place on 1 April 2020. 

Due to the corona pandemic, it was moved to 11 November and ultimately 

cancelled. To stay in touch with the participating companies and relations we 

sent them all a small gift. You can read more about this in the separate box.

Participation in juries, conferences, etc. 

Naturally, the corona crisis also had a major impact on the hosting of 

conferences, awards ceremonies and other events. One prize that went ahead 

was the Data Science Award, which Bouwien Janssen, director of the University 

Fund Limburg/SWOL, presented during the Women in Data Science conference 

on 5 March. You can read more about the prizes later in this annual report.

Communication

To highlight its role both in and outside UM, in the past year the University Fund 

Limburg/SWOL further developed and made use of various communication 

channels. We regularly share stories and news through our social media 

channels, the UM website and intranet, magazines and newsletters (including 

our own revamped newsletter!), brochures and more. It is great to see that even 

the national media are increasingly picking up news about the Fund and that 

the number of followers on our social media channels is growing steadily.  
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Annual Fund Campaign

This year we decided to again use and further develop the Annual Fund 

Campaign, first run in 2019. Donors could choose from four specific UM 

projects: an aftercare tool for corona patients, research on children and healthy 

nutrition (a subproject of the Youth, Nutrition and Health chair), grants for 

underprivileged students, and an initiative to combat loneliness. The projects 

were highlighted on the crowdfunding platform UM Crowd. We approached 

all alumni aged 45 and older, professors and existing donors in writing and/

or digitally. This year, we also actively sought donations from younger alumni 

through an email campaign and social media. All this with success: at the end of 

2020 - when the campaign still had several months to run in the new year - we 

had raised almost as much as in 2019.

Business proposition

In 2019 we introduced the UM Partner Programme, which brings companies 

into the UM fold in exchange for a donation. Although deteriorating economic 

conditions brought acquisition to a near standstill in 2020, there were 

nonetheless successes. Energy supplier ENGIE became the first customer to 

take up one of our business packages (see box), and through online dialogue 

we established a scholarship programme with Candriam, a sustainable asset 

manager and investment company. You can read more about this collaboration 

in the next section and later in this report.

Named Funds and professorships

Sustainable asset manager and investment firm Candriam will provide grants 

for underprivileged students through the new Candriam Fund. The grants 

are aimed at first-generation students - those who will be the first in their 

family to attend university - applying to study at the UM School of Business 

and Economics. The Named Fund will be established in 2021, with the first 

scholarships being awarded to the students in the academic year 2021/22. 

Candriam has already donated €75,000 in preparation for the launch.

The Solberg-Verlinden Chair was also installed to support the development and 

implementation of tools to assess the socioemotional skills of pupils aged 10 to 14.

For a full overview of Named Funds and professorial chairs, please refer to the 

appendices.

The donor’s perspective
“It’s great to see our university 
contributing actively to the 
development of society. I’m 
keen to support initiatives like 
that. I’ve donated to grants for 
underprivileged students, a project 
to combat loneliness, research on 
children and healthy nutrition, 
and an aftercare tool for corona 
patients.”

Davy Pieters  |  Alum,
School of Business and Economics/
Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences

“I can’t recommend this partnership 
highly enough”
“At ENGIE we’re keen to contribute 
to research and education on 
themes of social importance. 
Maastricht University has a strong 
focus on such themes, which is why 
it’s a great partner for our company. 
Through the UM Partner Programme 
we’ll be able to benefit from the 
university’s network and in-house 
knowledge and talent.”

André Polgar  |  Commercial director, 
ENGIE

2.  Fundraising
In 2020, 2,376 private and business donors contributed a total of € 954,108 

to our Fund. This was a slight increase in the number of donors compared to 

2019. Our fundraising activities are outlined in the sections below.

Crowdfunding 

After the launch of the UM Crowd platform in 2019, we look back on 2020 as 

an even more successful year of crowdfunding!

Six campaigns were launched, providing support for students in need, 

funding for research on cardiovascular disease and more. We highlight several 

of these campaigns in the boxes on this page. The corona crisis meant that 

we fell short of our target number of at least eight campaigns per year, but 

the results are nonetheless positive.

In total, 2,189 private and business donors contributed €226,649 to our 

campaigns. Of this, €26,933 went directly to the existing Named Funds. 

As with the previous year, in 2020 the majority of donations were made 

through crowdfunding and many donors chose to give anonymously. Again, 

our crowdfunding efforts gave rise to a number of valuable long-term 

relationships and collaborations.

The crowdfunding campaigns also served to enhance the visibility of both 

UM and the University Fund Limburg/SWOL. Whereas in 2019 our campaigns 

mainly received attention from local and regional press, in 2020 they also 

featured in the national media. For example, researchers Rogier Veltrop 

and Chahinda Ghossein-Doha appeared on the talk shows Op1 and Jinek, 

respectively. These appearances led to a flood of positive responses and 

donations. 

Dear to our heart
Researchers Chahinda Ghossein-
Doha and Rogier Veltrop are 
committed to research on 
cardiovascular disease, each 
motivated by their own experiences.

With contributors including the 
Dutch television personality Eva 
Jinek, Ghossein-Doha co-authored a 
poignant book on the consequences 
of serious complications during 
pregnancy. All proceeds from the 
book will go to Queen of Hearts, 
which supports research on the 
relationship between pregnancy 
complications and cardiovascular 
disease.

Having undergone a heart 
transplant himself, Veltrop 
is determined to eradicate 
cardiovascular disease. He has 
already succeeded in turning blood 
cells into stem cells. From these he 
makes heart cells that can replace 
parts of the heart. To help raise 
funds for follow-up research, Veltrop 
shared his own inspiring story in the 
media and participated in charitable 
sports campaigns.

Joining forces for students in need
Imagine: you are a UM student 
during the corona crisis, stuck 
virtually all day every day in a small 
student room. You are alone and 
far away from your loved ones. 
You have lost your job and your 
parents are not in a position to help 
financially. What now? In spring 
2020 we set up a crowdfunding 
campaign for students in dire 
financial straits. The UM community 
donated no less than €100,000, 
including a healthy contribution 
from the Executive Board. As a 
result, we were able to help more 
than 150 students in need! 

Foreword About the University Fund Limburg/SWOL The policy in 2020 Overview of annual accounts Looking ahead Appendices
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Scholarships 

2020 was another great year for collaboration with the various 

scholarship providers. A possible new collaboration with the Elisabeth 

Strouven Fund is still being explored. More information about our 

scholarships can be found later in this report. 

Inheritances

In 2020 we received the proceeds of the joint estate with the Leuven 

University Fund (dated 2015). These funds will be channelled into a new 

Named Fund to support research on child-parent abuse. The fund will be 

established in 2021. 

In honour of the late Mr Solberg
The new Solberg-Verlinden Chair is funded through the former Solberg-
Verlinden Foundation. This foundation was established by the late J.W. 
Solberg, the first director of the Cito education agency, and his wife. 
The chair is intended to honour and support further research on the 
late Mr Solberg’s philosophy revolving around the objective assessment 
of educational outcomes. New factors will also be incorporated into 
the research; socioemotional skills, for example, are increasingly 
being recognised as crucial for good study outcomes and a successful 
education.

“You don’t have to be able to draw 
to make digital art”
During the opening ceremony of the 
academic year 2020/21, Professor 
Eric Mazur indicated that our focus 
in the 21st century should be on 
‘higher order’ thinking skills, such 
as creativity. To this end, the Fund 
awarded a grant to FASoS student 
Marjorie Platero to support the 
creation of a Digital Arts Lab. The lab 
is aimed at encouraging the entire 
UM community to venture ‘out of 
the (online) box’. 

Ode to the ‘test heroes’
A great deal of medical research 
requires volunteers who are willing 
to participate as test subjects. How 
can we lower the threshold for 
participation and raise awareness of 
the necessity of research volunteers? 
To this end, the Fund awarded a 
grant in 2020 to project manager 
and researcher Stephanie Huysmans 
(FHML). With her colleagues from 
the Department of Nutrition and 
Movement Sciences, she is making 
a series of 10 portraits, ‘Test Heroes’, 
in which test subjects share their 
experiences. The series will be 
publicised through the regional 
broadcaster L1. 

3.  Grants, scholarships and 
prizes

Every year, the University Fund 

Limburg/SWOL awards a range of 

grants, scholarships and prizes. This 

section provides an overview of 

those granted in 2020. 

Grants

The Limburg University Fund/SWOL 

awards grants to UM researchers. 

The Fund also provides grants for 

initiatives by UM students for UM 

students. The board of the Fund has 

entrusted the management and 

allocation of many of these grants 

to the Committee for Academic 

Expenditure (CoBes) and the 

Committee for the Support of Student 

Activities (CooSa). Please refer to 

the appendices for the composition 

of these committees. The Limburg 

University Fund/SWOL establishes 

the financial parameters for these 

committees on an annual basis.

In 2020, 45 CoBes grants (total value: 

€179,856.09) and 20 CooSa grants 

(€25,605.46) were awarded. For an 

overview of the projects involved, 

please refer to the appendices.  

Scholarships 

In 2020, scholarships were granted 

by the Elisabeth Strouven Fund (1 

scholarship), the North Limburg 

Region partnership (2 scholarships), 

the Jo Ritzen Study Fund (1 

scholarship), the Jan de Limpens 

Foundation (2 scholarships) and 

the Kanunnik Salden/Nieuwenhof 

Foundation (1 scholarship). These 

scholarships are provided in 

collaboration with the University 

Fund Limburg/SWOL and the UM 

Scholarship Office.

Prizes 

In 2020 the University Fund Limburg/

SWOL made financial contributions 

to the following prizes:

 � The UM Data Science Research 

Competition (contribution: 

€5,000): female data scientists 

were invited to submit innovative 

research proposals aimed at 

developing solutions to social 

problems. First prize in the 2020 

competition went to Suzanne van 

Bronswijk, Nalan Baştürk, Dyllis 

van Dijk and Frenk Peeters for 

their project ‘Treatment dropout 

in depression: Development and 

evaluation of a digital expert 

elicitation method’. 

 � The UM Valorisation Prize and 

the Dissertation Prize, to which 

we traditionally contribute, were 

not awarded in 2020 due to the 

corona crisis. 

Foreword About the University Fund Limburg/SWOL The policy in 2020 Overview of annual accounts Looking ahead Appendices
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4. Secure and sustainable management of donations
In 2019 we hired a new house banker and divested and rebuilt our investment 

portfolio. This portfolio now has a more sustainable character and complies 

with the universal values and standards of the United Nations, as described in 

the United Nations Global Compact.

Sustainability is extremely important to us. In 2020 we were the first 

university fund in the Netherlands to sign the Tobacco-Free Finance Pledge of 

the non-profit organisation Tobacco Free Portfolios, which promotes tobacco-

free finance policies and comprehensive tobacco control. By signing the pledge, 

we aim to contribute to a healthier and more sustainable world. 

5.  Involvement of UM alumni 
The activities of the University Fund Limburg/SWOL are increasingly 

aligned with those aimed at UM alumni. This is beneficial for relationship 

management and fundraising, but also raises awareness among alumni of 

our role as a bridge builder. We will continue to draw attention to the Fund 

during alumni events in 2021.

In the year under review, we took steps to increase the involvement of alumni 

in projects of the University Fund Limburg/SWOL. We raised funds during 

the online UM Alumni Week for Rogier Veltrop’s crowdfunding campaign, 

engaged alumni as ambassadors of our Annual Fund Campaign, drew 

attention to our Fund during the UM Star Lectures, and asked alumni in our 

needs analysis for their views on giving back to their alma mater. 

In the coming years, we want to highlight for our alumni the great initiatives, 

projects and research taking place at UM. During the pandemic, we saw 

science make an outsized contribution to solving this global crisis through 

the development of vaccines. At the same time, relatively limited government 

subsidies mean that we lack the financial resources to make a real difference 

- a point we want to bring to the attention of our alumni. Many of our own 

alumni, not to mention citizens and companies, do not automatically think 

of the university fund when it comes to supporting a good cause. In 2021, we 

are considering joining forces with the other Dutch universities in a national 

awareness-raising campaign. 

Number of alumni Number of alumni residing abroad

Number of donors (including UM alumni)Number of alumni 
with a non-Dutch 
background 

Number of 
alumni events

80.728 29.870

2.376 33.906

2  
major events, 
multiple smaller 
events

In 2020...
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Balance as at 31 December 2020 (after proposed profit appropriation) 31 12 2020 31 12 2019

Asset in €
Fixed assets

Financial fixed assets:

Effects 7.457.146 6.997.304

Current assets
Receivables and accruals:

Contributions 0 0

Other receivables 8.875 415.871

Accrued interest 30.355 28.292

39.230 444.163

Liquid assets 1.829.727 1.280.377

9.326.103 8.721.844

31 12 2020 31 12 2019

Liability in €
Equity

General reserve 4.356.527 4.303.635

Appropriation reserve Brains Unlimited 
Pioneer Fund 16.730 16.254

Named Funds 3.614.652 3.745.480

7.987.909 8.065.369

Short-term debts and accrued liabilities

UM Scholarship Fund 5.889 3.689

Other funds 176.902 87.599

Contributions still to be paid 1.058.968 549.929

Prepayments 75.000 0

Accountant fees and administration costs 11.798 11.495

Other 9.637 3.765

1.338.194 656.475

9.326.103 8.721.844

Foreword About the University Fund Limburg/SWOL The policy in 2020 Overview of annual accounts Looking ahead Appendices
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Profit and loss statement 2020 Realisation 2020 € Budget 2020 € Realisation 2019 €

Scholarships and funds received 235.609 250.000 333.930

Scholarships and funds awarded -144.108 -150.000 -539.460

Change in balance sheet -91.501 -100.000 205.530

Result: scholarships and funds 0 0 0

Named Funds received 703.475 525.000 685.083

Grants awarded by Named Funds -831.739 -536.000 -791.452

Result: Named Funds -128.264 -11.000 -106.369

Return on investments, incl. exchange results 279.115 160.000 583.600

Other income 70.243 62.500 280.782

Release of past allocations 38.590 50.000 11.298

Amounts allocated -217.762 -185.000 -170.034

Costs -50,365 -63.250 -37.188

Result: other activities 119.821 24.250 668.458

     

Total operating result -8.443 13.250 562.089
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LOOKING AHEAD
Despite the corona pandemic, in the past year the University Fund Limburg/

SWOL organised and ran various successful activities. The team has 

demonstrated its resilience, flexibility and creativity. In our dealings with our 

discussion partners and donors, we managed to find a good balance between 

the personal and the digital.

Contrary to expectations, by the end of 2020 we had achieved a return of 

more than 4% on our sustainable investment portfolio. After a sharp drop in 

March, we saw a strong recovery in the third quarter. A number of economists 

have suggested that this recovery will continue from the second quarter of 

2021, and that we may even experience a global economic reboot.

And so, after a volatile year of ups and downs due to the pandemic, the US 

elections and the vaccine rollout, the longer term looks promising once again. 

The above-average growth of the global economy and the expected recovery 

in profits, in tandem with persistent negative interest rates, are set to boost 

share values. Bonds, a traditionally safer bet, will remain an important part of 

our portfolio. Meanwhile, the demand for sustainable investments that take 

into account the impact on people, society and the environment is increasing 

rapidly, a trend that validates the socially responsible investment policy that 

we have pursued over the past two years.

In terms of the Fund’s activities, we expect to sign up relatively few new 

companies to our partner programme in 2021. Several companies have 

indicated that as a result of the crisis they currently have different priorities. 

In addition, the existing corona restrictions mean that various events linked to 

the programmes are off the table. In the coming months our acquisition talks 

will nonetheless continue online. 

With respect to crowdfunding, we expect to launch at least the same number 

of creative crowdfunding campaigns as in 2020. Quality comes before 

quantity; it is crucial that we choose timely and socially relevant campaigns 

capable of attracting the attention of the regional or national press.

Unfortunately, large-scale physical gatherings, such as the Maastricht 

University Dinner, are unlikely to take place in 2021. We hope to revive this 

popular networking event for regional corporations in April 2022.

In the coming months we will prepare for the introduction of new rules for 

the registration with the Chamber of Commerce of (quasi-)UBOs (ultimate 

beneficial owners) of organisations. Additionally, we are amending our articles 

of association regarding conflicts of interest among directors. Both processes 

were initiated in late 2020. 

In 2021 we also aim to develop a solid student proposition with the aim of 

encouraging students to become donors to our Fund at an early stage.

Many other wonderful challenges lie ahead for the Fund too, which we look 

forward to tackling in collaboration with our ambassadors and donors. Given 

the successes of the past ‘corona year’, we have every confidence that in 2021 

we will again be able to help education and research at UM thrive!

Bouwien Janssen

Director, University Fund Limburg | SWOL 

Director, Development & Alumni Relations 

Maastricht University

Foreword About the University Fund Limburg/SWOL The policy in 2020 Overview of annual accounts Looking ahead Appendices
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List of abbreviations of UM faculties

FASoS:  Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences

FHML:  Faculty of Health, Medicine and Life Sciences

FPN:   Faculty of Psychology and Neuroscience

FSE:   Faculty of Science and Engineering

LAW:   Faculty of Law

SBE:   School of Business and Economics

Named Funds and chairs in 2020

Academic Heritage 

 � Friends of the Maastricht Academic Heritage Fund

General academic support 

 � A-KO Fund

 � Knowledge Transfer Fund

 � MPCER Fund

 � Professors’ Fund 

 � SWUM Fund 

 � UCM Fund 

 � Wagenaar Fund

Health 

 � Anonymous Named Fund for Anorexia Nervosa 

 � Ans Samama Fund (discontinued as of June 2020)

 � Brain Battle Fund 

 � Brains Unlimited Pioneer Fund 

 � Excalibur Fund

 � Health Food Innovation and Knowledge Transfer Fund 

(discontinued as of March 2020)

 � Health in Slums Fund

 � Hemker Fund 

 � Limburg Fund for Rehabilitation 

 � M4I Fund

 � Mark Post Research Fund 

 � Queen of Hearts Fund 

 � SHE Fund 

 � Van De Laar Fund

People and society 

 � Geert Hofstede Honorary Fund 

 � GRESB Research Fund

 � Hofstede Fund for Culture Research

 � Human Animal Sustainability Fund

 � Peter Thijssen Fund 

(discontinued as of March 2020)

Human rights/rights of the child 

 � Children’s Rights Research Fund

 � Theo van Boven Fund

Students

 � Jassim Aba Al-Khail Fund

 � Student Housing Fund 

Women and science 

 � Aspasia FPN Fund (discontinued as of March 2020)

 � Elinor Ostrom Fund (discontinued as of August 2020)

Chairs

 � Chair of Youth, Nutrition and Health 

 � Peter Elverding Chair

 � Solberg-Verlinden Chair

CoBes grants awarded in 2020

On the recommendation of the Committee for Academic Expenditure (CoBes), 

the University Fund Limburg/SWOL awarded grants to the following projects 

in 2020. Due to COVID-19 a number of projects and events were postponed or 

cancelled.

 � Collection, pseudonymisation, reconstruction and analysis of all imaging 

studies in a unique study cohort of a national multicentre study in breast 

cancer patients

 �  Conference of the International Society for Tissue Engineering and 

Regenerative Medicine 2021

 � Conference on the development of functional interfaces

 � Conference on the role of big data in the making of private law

 � Conference: ByteMAL expo in Maastricht, Aachen and Liège on 

bioinformatics, aimed at young international researchers

 �  Conference: Contemporary Challenges in and Alternatives to International 

Criminal Law

 � Conference: The Changing Governance of Competition Law in the EU: A 

Constitutional Challenge?

 � Event: Summer Institute in Computational Social Sciences (SICSSMaastricht)

 � Exhibition and seminar on colonial conquests

 � Experiments on the production of sustainable energy

 �  Expert meeting: Evidence-Based Approach to Pre-trial Detention and 

Harmonisation in Europe

 � Four media productions that contribute to trauma processing, resilience 

and reconciliation in Cesar, northern Colombia

 � Hybrid seminar: The Netherlands: A Forum Conveniens for Collective 

Recovery?

 � Pilot study on the expression of PDE isoforms in human bladder tissue 

with a view to developing new treatments options for patients with 

incontinence problems

 � Project on combating the oak processionary caterpillar (Maastricht Science 

Programme)

 � Project on the corona crisis ‘lobby’ in the Netherlands and Belgium

 � Project on the development, synthetic preparation and analysis of new, 

highly active anti-cancer agents

 � Project on woven fabrics and new lightweight materials

 � Project to develop a virtual interface for real-time interaction with 

biomedical signals

 � Project: HomeSharing (Match Maastricht) 

 �  Project: The Evolution of Economic Preferences and Prejudices During the 

Corona Crisis

 �  Purchase of a GPU game server to support student projects in the field of 

artificial intelligence for gaming

 � Research involving a behavioural experiment to explore investors’ 

perceptions of the results of sustainable investments

 � Research on a new attachment for the Optical Coherence Tomography 

device

 �  Research on aneurysms in the abdominal aorta

 � Research on chronic pain in young people and the role of parents’ empathic 

stress

 � Research on heart cells with the aim of creating a database comparing 

healthy heart cells with cells from patients with heart failure, in order to 

gain new insights into heart failure and develop new treatments

 � Research on improving healthcare for patients with co-occurring dementia 

and PTSD

 � Research on light-intensive physical movement and its relationship with 

creative problem-solving approaches in student groups

 � Research on new treatments for resistant obsessive-compulsive disorders 

and Tourette’s Syndrome

 � Research on physiology to understand the ecological niches of ladybugs

 � Research on the role of coercion in the law (two empirical studies)
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 � Research on the shortage of health workers due to COVID-19

 � Research on utilising authorised health claims for personalised nutrition

 � Science outreach: an animation to highlight the beauty of nanobiology and 

its relationship with the macro world

 � Symposium for the official launch of the Euregional Microbiome Centre

 � Symposium on the theme of financial rewards for smoking cessation

 � Symposium: Health, Migration and Integration 

 � ‘Test heroes’: series of 10 portraits spotlighting test subjects involved in UM 

research projects

 � Translation of an item bank on the measurement of resilience

 � Workshop: Critical Assessment of Teaching Materials for the Needs of 

Future Doctors

 � Workshop: Development Economics

 � Workshop: International Comet Assay Workshop and hands-on training session

 � Workshop: Oligo, on the latest developments in oligopoly theory

 � Workshop: The Boards of Appeal of EU Institutions

CooSa grants awarded in 2020

 � 50th anniversary of the Circumflex student association

 � Battle of the Studies: student competition

 � Career day for members of student sports clubs

 � Conference of the FHML Honours programme

 � Digital Arts Lab

 � Do It Your Health: three-day course on sexual and mental health for female 

students in Maastricht

 � Industry 4.0 Hackathon

 � Interactive symposium on health and climate change: two-day event

 � Law students provide free legal advice to women from Maastricht and 

surrounding area

 � Let’s Talk: Health Disparities: three-day symposium on the changing 

dynamics and diversity in the medical world

 �  Maastricht Climate Coalition: a series of eight events on making Maastricht 

more sustainable

 � Online conference: Learning to Provide Person-Centred Care (Person Behind 

the Patient Foundation, MAP)

 � Online training on queer health

 � Path of the Refugee: lecture series on refugees

 � PINE Conference: two-day event

 � Publication of special issue newspaper focusing on the House of 

Representatives election

 � RSM Saurus International Regatta: international rowing race

 � Student boxing gala in the Muziekgieterij

 � Student Idea Competition

 � Theatre performances by student association Alles is Drama

CoBes board members, 2020

 � Engeland, van, M. (FHML) 

 � Heringa, A. (LAW) 

 � Janssen-Kuijpers, B. (University Fund Limburg/SWOL, chair) 

 � Kar, van de, A. (alum) 

 � Klingenstijn, M. (University Fund Limburg/SWOL, secretary) 

 � Mierlo, van J. (SBE) 

 � Offerein, F. (FSE) 

 � Sorger, B. (FPN) 

 � Stephenson, P. (FASoS)

CooSa board members, 2020

 � Booij, D. (University Fund Limburg/SWOL, secretary) 

 � Charpentier, J. (International Students) 

 � Hashish, Y. (University Council) 

 � Hendrickx, B. (UM Student Services Centre) 

 � Janssen-Kuijpers, B. (University Fund Limburg/SWOL, chair) 

 � Ool, A. van (MUSST Sports Council) 

 � Voesten, L. (Cultural Student Associations Maastricht)

 � Vorst, G. (Student Associations: Tragos, SV Koko, Circumflex) 

 � Wishaupt, E. (Independent Maastricht)

Employees of the Department of Development & Alumni Relations, 2020

 � Beuken, R. (office manager) (as of October 2020) 

 � Booij, D. (fundraiser) 

 � Evers, C. (office manager) 

 � Janssen-Kuijpers, B. (director) 

 � Klingenstijn, M. (office & event manager) 

 � Mourik, van, D.J. (alumni officer) (as of October 2020) 

 � Pirovano, B. (alumni officer) 

 � Schreuders, M. (communications officer) 

 � Sleijpen, R. (financial consultant) 

 � Snippe, M. (data analyst)

 � Vanderbroeck, G. (senior adviser for fundraising) 

 � Villerius, D. (alumni officer) (until October 2020) 

 � Warnier, J. (alumni officer) (as of November 2020)

Members of the Executive Board of the University Fund Limburg/SWOL, 2020

 � Bovens, T. (chair; King’s commissioner, Province of Limburg) 

 � Joosten, E. (CEO, Arion International; FHML alum) 

 � Niessen, N. (secretary; partner, Boels Zanders Advocates; LAW alum) 

 � Paul, M. (vice chair; president, Maastricht University) 

 � Pluymakers, RA. (treasurer; regional managing partner, Ernst & Young)

Credits

This is a publication of the University Fund Limburg/SWOL. 
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Members of the General Board of the University Fund Limburg/SWOL, 2020

 � Bauer, R. (professor of Institutional Investors, SBE; SBE alum) 

 � Blaauw, D. (project manager, FSE; LAW alum) (as of July 2020) 

 � Egbrink, oude, M. (scientific director, FHML Institute for Education; 

Department of Physiology, School for Health Professions Education; 

FHML alum) (as of July 2020)

 � Galama, A. (public affairs manager, Food Valley Region; FASoS alum) 

 � Jong, de, M. (founder and managing partner, Monitor Capital Partners; 

SBE alum) 

 � Klerken, J. (director, Scelta Mushrooms B.V.) 

 � Neggers, J-W. (director, JWN Finance B.V.; LAW alum) (until July 2020)

 � Penn-te Strake, A. (mayor of Maastricht) 

 � Schok, T. (surgery oncologist and physician-researcher, Netherlands 

Cancer Institute, Antoni van Leeuwenhoek Hospital; FHML alum)

 � Schreinemacher, M. (managing director, Krijtgroeve Kreco; FHML alum) 

 � Vries, de, N. (professor of Health Education and Promotion, MUMC+; vice 

dean, FHML) (until July 2020)
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